The COVID-19 pandemic has presented us with new and unprecedented challenges across all areas of our personal and professional lives. The Irish Competition and Consumer Protection Commission ('The CCPC') has responded to these challenges in a manner which is designed to enable us to continue our core functions of enforcing Irish and European competition and consumer law and preventing consumer detriment while recognizing and adapting to the new environment in which we are operating. The health and safety of our workforce are of paramount importance, so we have moved to fully remote working with all staff equipped with laptops and mobile phones, use of videoconferencing and a very active well-being programme to support our people as they juggle work and personal responsibilities.

We have introduced a number of new measures in response to the COVID-19 crisis:

-   Merger Notification Process**:** The CCPC is required to comply with binding statutory deadlines when reviewing notified mergers and acquisitions. In line with Government recommendations and in the interests of ensuring business continuity in the review of notified mergers and acquisitions, the CCPC has put in place a process of delivering operations by remote working. On 18 March 2020, we introduced a COVID-19 Temporary Merger Notification Process. We are encouraging notifying parties where possible to delay filing planned merger notifications until further notice. Where a delay is not possible, parties are asked to submit digital notifications.

-   **ECN Joint Statement:** The CCPC is an active member of the European Competition Network (ECN) of European Union (EU) competition authorities and Directorate-General for Competition. Throughout this crisis, we have been liaising with our colleagues in other Member States and in the EU Commission to ensure that the competition rules are applied consistently and appropriately across the EU. We are fully supportive of the Joint Statement issued by ECN on 25 March which sets out how competition law will operate during the coronavirus crisis. The Statement recognizes that there may be instances during the pandemic where companies need to cooperate in order to ensure the supply and fair distribution of scarce products to all consumers. It notes that, in the current climate, providing such measures are both necessary and temporary, they are unlikely to be problematic, since they would either not amount to a restriction of competition under Article 101 TFEU/53 EEA or generate efficiencies that would most likely outweigh any such restriction. In short, the competition rules are flexible enough to take into account the changed market circumstances in which we find ourselves.

-   Informal Guidance: In the current circumstances, in common with other Member States, we will provide informal guidance to businesses which are seeking to respond to the crisis and are unsure of their position with regard to competition law. While the CCPC is not a decision maker in respect of competition law (it is the courts in Ireland which make findings of infringements) and cannot offer legal advice, we have had positive and constructive engagement with a number of industries on special arrangements to deal with the crisis.

There has been no suspension or change to Irish competition enforcement in response to the COVID-19 crisis. Co-operation between businesses will continue to be assessed under section 4(1) of the Competition Act 2002 (as amended), which prohibits anticompetitive agreements, decisions, and concerted practices between undertakings, and under Article 101(1) TFEU. However, we recognize that, in this extraordinary situation, there may be a need for businesses to cooperate to ensure the supply of goods in certain sectors. We will not actively intervene against such cooperation provided that the measures put in place are temporary and necessary. The CCPC's approach to competition law enforcement during the COVID-19 crisis is perfectly aligned with that of the ECN and we will continue to cooperate closely with our ECN counterparts and other competition authorities to ensure that the flexible approach outlined by the ECN is followed consistently. At the same time, our core mission of protecting consumer welfare remains paramount.

The CCPC is unusual among EU competition authorities in not itself having the power to make findings of infringements and impose fines---those functions are reserved to the courts. In fact, in Ireland at present fines can only be imposed on the basis of a criminal prosecution, where the infringement has been proved beyond a reasonable doubt. Because we carry out criminal investigations, some of our activities which involve face-to-face interactions (inspections, interviewing witnesses and suspects, and taking of witness statements) have had to be rescheduled: however, we will continue to make contact with complainants and potential witnesses to assess and explore complaints. Enforcement teams have also re-prioritized their caseloads to focus on desk research, online inspections, and writing up cases. Civil competition enforcement, including major investigations into the ticketing and insurance markets, continues much as before.

The CCPC has a dual mandate---to promote competition and protect consumers. In addition to the above measures, which relate to our responsibilities in respect of competition law enforcement, the crisis has thrown up a number of issues which impact on consumer welfare. We have set up a COVID-19 Information Hub on our website which pulls together relevant information on consumer rights and the obligations on businesses during the current crisis. We operate a Consumer Helpline which has been very busy answering consumer questions on their rights in respect of everything from travel insurance to flight refunds to online shopping deliveries. The crisis has created an opportunity for a small minority of businesses to exploit the situation to take advantage of people, for example, by making misleading claims about their products or refusing to comply with existing legal requirements regarding pre-contractual consumer information, payment methods, refunds, etc. We are actively monitoring compliance with consumer protection law in both online and on-premises retail markets and issued a reminder to businesses on 23 March that they must continue to comply with their legal requirements. Our officers have conducted a large number of store visits and product pricing checks to ensure that traders are complying with product pricing requirements. On 23 March, we issued a consumer warning about a particular company engaged in the sale of hand sanitizers. We will continue to monitor developments in this area very closely, in cooperation with our colleagues in the European Consumer Protection Cooperation (CPC) Network. We have engaged with a number of the large platform providers to remind them of the risks posed to consumers by unscrupulous traders, and in this respect, we have supported the Common Position on reported scams and unfair practices adopted by the CPC on 20 March.
